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The article elucidates the significance of future dentists’ practical training. It has been established, that the great attention of available foreign scientific sources is paid to the issue of improving the dental educational content based on the competence approach; nevertheless, modeling of educational process’ components has not been considered so far. The importance of modeling, as a method of educational process’ studying components, has been determined. The authors’ model of praxeological competence formation of future master of dentistry is presented. It consists of the basic components, which are determined as interconnected blocks: the target one declares the goal and defines the tasks necessary for its achievement; theoretical-methodological block reveals the praxeological competence structure (motivation, gnostic, activity, deontic, scientific-research, reflexive components), basic approaches (competence, system, personal, activity, synergetic, context), principles (subsequence, transparency, evidence-based, scientificity, rationality, creativity, effectiveness) and ways for achieving the aim based on the updated normative base of dental education (branch educational standard of the specialty “Dentistry”, EQC, EPP, elaborated on its base and with the use of necessary pedagogical conditions); the content-procedural block determines the ways of pedagogical conditions realization based on the updated content of dental education of interdisciplinary integration of basic and professional subjects, improvement of methodological instruments (classroom work, projects, self-study work, individual, distant forms; traditional, innovative, interactive methods; means of simulation, under clinic conditions, portfolio), resulting-reflexive block reflects and fixes the levels of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation according to its components and is based on correspondent criteria and indicators, gives a possibility to ascertain an obtained educational result according to defined levels (minimal and sufficient).

The model shows the researched process as an integral system that gives a possibility to correct the future masters’ of dentistry professional training according to the influence of internal and external factors on the educational process; to determine vectors of its evolution in the context of competence approach introduction into dental education
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1. Introduction

Practical training of dentists is in the spotlight of the European educational space. It is systematically researched in all relevant aspects, especially in the context of a competence educational paradigm [1, 2]. The importance of the practical component of the future dentists’ professional training as an indicator of their readiness to the professional activity and competitiveness is constantly growing in the process of Ukrainian educational environment integration to the European one. This situation requires permanent improvement of theoretical and methodological bases of its quality provision at medical universities [3]. Achieving this aim in the context of competence approach introduction in higher education provides praxeological competence formation (further-PrC) of a graduate [4].

According to scientists [5, 6], one of methods of influence on the educational process at a higher school for raising the effectiveness is its components modeling. They indicate that the essence of the method is in projecting and schematic presentation of the studied object as an integral system – from setting an aim to obtaining a desirable outcome that gives a possibility to determine its basic components (blocks), to discover subsystems and to establish their interconnections in the context of a competence educational paradigm. Such method becomes actualized more and more in medical education [7, 8].

Modeling of the formation process of praxeological competence of future masters of dentistry (further – PrCFDM) is based on modern scientific approaches, it is necessary for determining main interrelations of the educational process in the context of dynamic development of the professional training practical component. It gives a possibility to establish their interconnections, needs in modernization, concretization, detailing and integration for orientation on future clinical activity, to search for new effective means for solving set professional tasks using innovative pedagogical technologies, context learning, timely renewal of the content by introducing substantiated changes to normative acts, regulating the educational process at medical universities, syllabi, forms and means.

Modeling variants for different components of the educational process at a medical university and professional training of future medical personnel are presented in not numerous researches of scientists, but only few of them [7, 8] partially consider the problem of future dentist professional training that actualizes this research.
2. Literary review
Integration of Ukrainian higher education, especially medical one, to the European educational space is defined as one of basic tasks of its development [9]. It actualizes studying of the progressive international experience of educational process functioning, especially in the context of a competence educational paradigm.

Specialists of dental education in the EU are conducting substantiated researches for improving its quality [10]. Thus, the global project was introducing for 9 years in the EU countries [11], within which basic approaches and requirements to the training of a competent dentist were revealed, especially, the mutual conditionality of the notions “competence” and “educational result” was analyzed. The essential covering of their competences and significant regional variability of interpretation were established. After reclassification and specification, original domains of competences were simplified that maximally corresponded to modern approaches in dental education. As a result, the number of basic competences, preliminarily defined for a graduate-dentist, was decreased from 7 [12] to 4 [1], where 2 of them relate to students’ practical training directly and may be considered in the context of future dentist’s praxeological competence formation, particularly: Safe and Effective Clinical Practice that includes such subordinated competences: Evidence-Based Practice; Management and Leadership; Team-working and Communication; Audit and Risk Management; Professional Education and Training and Patient-Centered Care that Applying the Scientific Basis of Oral Health Care; Clinical Information Gathering and Diagnosis; Treatment Planning; Establishing and Maintaining Oral Health.

We have not revealed the data about modeling as a method of research the educational process of training a competent dentist in available foreign sources, but it was considered by scientists in other aspects that especially concern modeling of a doctor’s personality on a teacher’s example [13].

The notions “model” and “modeling” as a research method in pedagogy are borrowed from other scientific branches [14, 15]. They are widely interpreted in both reference sources and works by modern scientists. Modeling in higher education becomes an unalienable part of pedagogical studies, because according to scientists’ definitions [14, 16], – it is a method of materialization of an idea of an integral system, reflecting a research subject, which is able to give updated information about an object, favors its dynamic changes and solving of important tasks on optimization of the learning material structure, improvement of such educational process aspects as planning, guiding, diagnostics, prognostication and correction of cognitive activity of future specialists. As N. Boyarchuk states [14] models transmit an information essence of an object, open its versatility, and the modeling method – provides elaboration of hypothetic mutually connected structural elements. At the same time O. Mikheenko [16] considers model as a means of simplified image/scheme of any object, process or phenomenon and opens a possibility of transferring information from a model to a prototype. A model is an intermediate link between advanced theoretical propositions and their verification in the real pedagogical process according to S. Vitvitska [15].

The experience of N. Demjansenko [17] on elaboration of a context – professional model of future specialists’ competence formation that may be universal for ones of different branches is beneficial for our study. The scientist proposes to introduce organizational changes with elements of quaziprofessional activity, interdisciplinary integration, mixed learning in universities.

The aim of developing a model of PrCFDM formation is a schematic reproduction, structuration of the research object – practical component of the dentistry master’s professional training, reflecting conceptual connections between components (notion, conceptual, procedural) in the process of PrCFDM formation that discovers connections establishment between them according to the aim and tasks and they facilitate the aim achievement, taking into account professional activity peculiarities. To achieve the goal, it is necessary to realize the tasks: to represent the integral educational process of praxeological competence formation of future masters of dentistry taking into account modern approaches to professional training, directed on mastering necessary competences, knowledge, skills, creating pedagogical conditions, observing basic principles in attaining the set aim, assessing the educational result.

At developing the model of PrCFDM formation it is necessary to observe correspondent principles. We agree with an idea of scientists [7] that it is necessary for modeling the process future specialist’ competence formation to observe the structural-functional correspondence between the model and the modeled object; concreteness; subordination to the aim; hierarchic coordination; actual realization; functional-logic structuration; systemacity; conceptual correspondence; information adequacy.

3. Research aim and tasks
The aim of the paper is to substantiate theoretically the structural-functional model of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation.

The modeling object is a practical component of future masters’ of dentistry professional training, testifying to the graduates’ readiness to practical activity realization, integrated with its other components.

The following tasks were set for achieving this aim:
1. To present the educational process of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation as an integral system.
2. To determine interconnections of structural elements of the model.

4. Materials and methods
For developing the model of PrCFDM formation, the following methods were used: analysis of information from scientific sources, its generalization, analysis of own pedagogical experience, modeling of PrCFDM formation process.

5. Results
Main theoretical studies of the issue of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation (PrCFDM) that became a base for creating the
The model of the studied process (then—model) were elucidated in works [3, 4, 18, 19], published earlier. They disclose the essence of the notion “PrCFDM”, determine the importance of methodological instruments, develop the structure, base principles, necessary to observe in the process of its formation. The model (Fig. 1) consists of several mutually connected structural blocks, reflecting the integrity of main studied aspects of the learning process. The first of them is target one which declares the goal of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation and defines the tasks necessary to realize for its achievement – formation of the components of the dentistry master’s PrC – motivation, gnostic, activity, deontic, scientific-research, reflexive one.

**Target block**
- Aim: future master’s of dentistry praxeological competence formation
- Tasks: formation of master’s of dentistry PrC components (motivation, gnostic, activity, deontic, scientific-research, reflexive one)

**Conceptual bases**
- Scientific approaches: competence, system, personal, activity, synergetic, context
- Principles: subsequence, transparency, evidence-based, scientficit, rationality, creativity, effectiveness

**Pedagogical conditions**
- Creation of the educational environment, providing organizational, motivational, methodical, technological factors of PrCFDM formation at medical university

**Theoretical-methodological block**
- Normative bases
- Law of Ukraine “On higher education”
- Branch educational standard of the specialty “Dentistry”

**Content-procedural block**
- Content of educational
- Basic and special disciplines
- Methodical instruments
- Learning methods: Traditional, innovative, interactive,

**Resulting-reflexive block**
- CRITERIA
- INDICATORS
- LEVELS
- Interest to the profession, to the effective professional activity at the modern level, self-motivation, need in self-development
- Formed system of knowledge of basic and special disciplines for providing practical activity
- Demonstrates practical skills on phantoms, realize them in a real clinical situation, adapt in non-typical situations, observe sanitary-hygienic requirements in practical work according to the legislation, clinical protocols, professional standard, provides organizational perfection of a medical procedure
- Has mastered bases of proper clinical behavior, communication, medical ethics
- Has mastered bases of scientific-research activity: to analyze scientific data, to systematize, to be able to organize an experiment, to estimate a result
- Self-esteem, self-realization, self-development

**Result** – formed PrCFDM, readiness to professional activity realization

Fig. 1. Model of future master’s of dentistry praxeological competence formation
The second, theoretical-methodological block discovers the praxeological competence structure in the totality of its components (motivation, gnostic, activity, deonitic, scientific-research, reflexive), characterizes basic approaches and the ways of aim achievement based on the updated normative base of dental education – branch educational standard of the specialty “Dentistry” [20], EQD (educational qualification description), EPP (educational professional program), elaborated on its base; modern scientific approaches (competence, system, personal, activity, synergetic, context) and principles (subsequence, transparency, evidence-based, scientificty, rationality, creativity, effectiveness) that conceptual support of the educational process is based on. Briefly characterize main scientific approaches, base in PrCFDM formation:

- System approach, providing the integrity and continuousness of the educational process, creating a system of components that are mutually interconnected and undergo an influence, determined by the aim, content, forms and methods [21]. It orient subjects on the activity, providing praxeological competence formation, unites structural components of the model in the integral totality, taking into account peculiarities of the professional training of future masters of dentistry;

- personally oriented approach is one of determining approaches for the educational process at a medical university, because it actualizes the individual approach to each student, development of learner’s ability to think creatively and critically, to find solutions in non-typical professional situations [22]. At the same time, doctor’s work provides communication with different contingents of persons (patients, their relatives, associated medical staff and so on) [23] and effective cooperation of all parties of the pedagogical process for guaranteeing comprehensive creative development of a personality of future doctors;

- activity approach. The statement by I. Melinchuk [24] about the essence of the activity approach in the context of training future medical specialists is worth attention. The scientist mentions that a person becomes a subject of cognition and transformation of objective reality only due to activity. It student’s perception of knowledge as conscious convictions, becoming a means for a correspondent actions, considers different types of professional activity, realized for attaining a desirable outcome, expressed in attaining the maximally professional way of action. The activity approach in the formation process of the PrCFDM model is realized by integration of different types of activity in the educational process of future doctors, especially practical activities in phantom classes and clinic conditions, production practice, communication with colleagues, medical staff, patients, experience of simulation learning technologies, work with modern computer programs and so on;

- competence approach provides realization of acquired knowledge, abilities and skills in the professional activity and their transformation in correspondent competences, using for that learning content, methods, means, forms and technologies, modernized according to today educational standards. Competence-oriented knowledge as an important factor of future specialists’ professional competence formation [25], especially praxeological competence that is just an organic component of the dentist’s one, gets special significance [7];

- context approach encourages the professional training improvement of medical students at learning at medical university by reforming the educational system in one, providing the logical transfer from theoretical learning stages to the professional activity and maximally approximating to real clinical environment conditions. The context approach encourages realization of this condition in the process of medical students’ professional directionality development, integrating the system of scientific knowledge and the model of a specialist into the learning activity content, taking into account medical worker’s profession peculiarities [26];

- synergetic approach forms cooperation among educational process’ parties, new ideas about functioning mechanisms of self-organizing and self-developing systems, encourages self-realization, self-development of a future specialist’s personality and is realized through his/her constant interaction with subjects of educational process [27].

An important component of this block is determination of pedagogical conditions of PrCFDM formation, necessary for achieving a result. The analysis of scientific sources and own pedagogical experience allowed to determine the following:

- formation of the future masters’ of dentistry motivation to acquiring the praxeological competence through understanding the practical training importance for a dentist and self-development under conditions of fleeting changes and scientific achievements;

- formation of the educational environment with organizational, communicational and technological features, typical for the dentist’s professional activity;

- elaboration of the dynamic scientific-methodical and methodical-technological base of the process of future masters’ of dentistry professional training, using competence-oriented tasks, interdisciplinary integration;

- giving creative character to the educational process at the expanse of activation of students’ scientific-research work and their involvement by scientific-pedagogical workers into profound studying of professional activity problems, searching for ways of their solving;

- teachers’ readiness to PrC formation in future doctors.

- direction of the educational process content on consecutive formation of the system of practical abilities and skills in students, consisting of basic and professional knowledge.

Realization of pedagogical conditions needs correspondent content filling – renovation of traditional forms of educational process organization, especially: improvement of traditional, actualization of distant and introduction of innovative technologies; modern learning means, represented in the third, content-procedural block. In elucidates ways of providing the content filling of dentistry education by interdisciplinary integration of basic and professional subjects, improvement of methodological instruments (classroom work, projects, self-study, individual, distant forms; traditional, innovative, interactive methods; means of simulation, under clinic conditions, portfolio). The educational process is consid-
ered as a totality of objective possibilities for creating a favorable educational environment, increasing the professional training efficiency and quality.

The forth, resulting-reflexive block reflects and fixes levels of future masters’ of dentistry praxeological competence formation according to each of its structural components and is based on elaborated criteria (motivation, gnostic, activity, deontic, scientific-research, reflexive one) and correspondent indicators, providing their estimation by current monitoring and gives a possibility to ascertain an obtained educational result according to defined levels (minimal and sufficient).

The aforesaid blocks of the model give a possibility to take into account different influence factors (technogenic, sociogenic, professional-content, individual) of the educational process and to ascertain the obtained educational result, expressed in the correspondent PrFDM level. The main functioning principles of the presented model are defined as:

– correspondence of the final result to the set aim and tasks;
– technological character – practical realization of the model by introducing modern educational technologies, effectiveness of methodical instruments in PrCFDM formation;
– dynamics – provides development and self-development of the FDM professional training according to civilization changes in society;
– variability gives a possibility to change and to replace model components according to requirements and needs of the educational environment.

The aforesaid data allow to outline the importance of the developed model, especially:

– theoretical: to present the process of PrCFDM formation as an integral medical-pedagogical open system, able to change dynamically according to social needs, educational process aim, visualizes the interconnection among theoretical, content and procedural components of the studied process, encouraging the increase of an educational result level;
– practical: provides the proper functionality level of all components of the integral system of PrCFDM formation and timely introduction of necessary changes, appearing under the influence of internal and external factors under modern society dynamic conditions;
– creates a possibility for further development and interconnection between notions and phenomena of the studied process;
– provides realization of the competence approach at the FDM professional training as a base of the modern effective educational paradigm;
– encourages elimination of contradictions between rationality and spirituality due to PrCFDM motivational-value component formation.

It must be noted, that realization of the model is possible at both social consensus and educational process subjects’ acknowledgement of necessary changes for elaborating the modern transparent logic system of future masters of dentistry professional training according to the National qualification frame, competence of the scientific-pedagogical staff of university.

So, the study testifies that the proposed system of PrCFDM formation is a way of forming a competitive specialist in the dentistry branch by modernizing the educational process in medical university, based on the competence educational paradigm, activation of learning-cognitive activity and creative personal development. It gives a possibility to foresee and timely introduce necessary changes in the system of future masters of dentistry professional training, caused by both internal and external factors.

6. Conclusions

1. There has been theoretically substantiated the structural-functional model of future masters of dentistry praxeological competence formation that schematically reflects the educational process as the integral dynamic system, scientifically substantiated influence on which components provides progressive changes in quality increase of dental education.

2. The schematic presentation of the studied process reflects conceptual and functional connections of basic components (notion, conceptual, procedural) that encourages aim achievement according to the goal and tasks, taking into account professional activity peculiarities.
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